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ABSTRACT: With states realizing the potential bounty associated with unclaimed cryptocurrency, they are increasingly amending their unclaimed property statutes to allow state administrators to take control of these assets as an untapped source of revenue. However, both states and the Uniform Law Commission have failed to adequately plan for the complicated nature of cryptocurrency, making the implementation of these laws extremely complicated, if not impossible. In this Note, I argue the Revised Uniform Unclaimed Property Act and all relevant state statutes need to be amended to add clarity for state administrators as well as unclaimed property holders and owners. Additionally, states need to improve their technological capabilities to hold these assets and properly dispose of them.
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In 2011, the National Association of Unclaimed Property Administrators estimated “more than $40 billion in unclaimed property” was held collectively by the states.¹ This figure is nearly twice the $22.8 billion reported in 2003.² States are increasingly taking control of any unclaimed property they can get their hands on—from gift cards, to stocks, to paychecks. Traditionally, an owner who forgot he stored his family jewels in a safe deposit box would soon find them sold and the cash from the sale sitting in the coffers of the state; today, it’s more common to find a shareholder who forgets to claim his dividends for a few years in the same situation.³ Understanding where this system of seemingly unfair laws sprang from and how states have shaped their

---

². Id.
³. See id. §§ 205, 208.
statutes to allow for such an action is pivotal to how the legal system has become what it is today: states trying to snatch their citizens’ Bitcoins.

Unclaimed property laws are the vehicle by which the state takes control of untouched tangible and intangible property as its custodian until the true owner reemerges.4 Each state has its own version of these laws, shaped by the various incarnations of the model code written by the Uniform Law Commission. The 2016 Revised Uniform Unclaimed Property Act (“RUUPA”) added a new class of assets that states may take control of: “virtual currency.”5 This includes any “digital representation of value used as a medium of exchange . . . which does not have legal tender status recognized by the United States.”6 Most importantly for this Note, that definition includes cryptocurrency.7

Cryptocurrency was born in 2008 with the invention of Bitcoin, “an open-source, peer-to-peer digital currency.”8 Using assets like Bitcoin, owners of cryptocurrency can use their coins or tokens to conduct transactions without the need for a third-party intermediary.9 Cryptocurrencies present a tempting target for state unclaimed property administrators, despite their volatility. As of December 2020, a single Bitcoin is worth more than $23,000.10 The state and model code language directing how states can gain control of this unclaimed cryptocurrency is ambiguous regarding who is required to notify the state of unclaimed property, how the state is expected to deal with the assets once remitted, and even how some cryptocurrency owners are expected to regain their property.

This Note argues that RUUPA is inadequate in its language surrounding virtual currencies and will result in unclear administration by implementing states, which will inevitably lead to complex and contentious litigation. Part II reviews the background and common-law roots of American unclaimed property law as well as the characteristics that make Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies unique. Part III details the problems that will stem from the ambiguous language of RUUPA’s virtual currency provision. Part IV discusses a solution to this problem, including clearer language that relates explicitly

4. Id. prefatory note at 1–2.

5. Id. § 102(32).

6. Id.


to cryptocurrency and increased technological capabilities in states who want to include these assets in their unclaimed property law.

II. FROM FEUDAL LAW TO BITCOIN

In the past decade, states have begun to amend their unclaimed property laws to allow the state to take control of unclaimed cryptocurrency. These new laws present a high degree of difficulty and uncertainty for practitioners in its application. To understand how this issue came to be, Section II.A will detail the background of America’s views toward unclaimed property from its common-law roots to the modern Uniform Unclaimed Property Acts; Section II.B will lay out what cryptocurrency is, where it started, and how it is used today.

A. THE EVOLUTION OF AMERICAN UNCLAIMED PROPERTY LAW

The disposition of unclaimed property has its roots in English common law. However, the modern American approach to unclaimed property has departed from its English feudal law traditions. Today, each state governs how and when such property, real or intangible, is to be taken and used. To lay a clear picture of the evolution of American unclaimed property law, Section II.A.1 will outline the common-law history of the doctrines of escheat and bona vacantia, Section II.A.2 will discuss the American adoption and adaptation of these doctrines, and Section II.A.3 will detail how the Uniform Unclaimed Property Act came to define the American approach to unclaimed property.

1. English Common Law and Early History

The early days of English common law gave birth to two of the original doctrines that made up English unclaimed property law: escheat and bona vacantia. Under the doctrine of escheat, the feudal lord—or in his absence, the Crown—would take title to abandoned or otherwise unclaimed real property, “based on [his] status as the ultimate owner of all real property.” Similarly, under the doctrine of bona vacantia, personal property would also transfer to the feudal lord or Crown, but unlike under escheat, the Crown did not take title as the true owner. The title bestowed to the Crown by this

13. Id.
16. Id.
doctrine was less absolute, as the Crown saw itself as the rightful owner of
personalty against all but the rightful owner.\footnote{17}

These doctrines persisted, even being adopted by the newly formed
United States of America after the Revolutionary War.\footnote{18} States were believed
to have inherent power to enact escheat legislation as the sovereign successors
to the Crown.\footnote{19} The states also took on the powers of \textit{bona vacantia} as part of
their police powers.\footnote{20}

2. A Peculiarly American Twist

Early American states rejected the English feudal system of landholding,
making the distinctions between escheat and \textit{bona vacantia} wholly unnecessary
and thus quickly dissolved.\footnote{21} Accordingly, U.S. law expanded escheat to
encompass all unclaimed property, regardless of whether it was real or
personal.\footnote{22} Three Supreme Court decisions illustrate the development of
modern escheat laws: \textit{Hamilton v. Brown} (synonymizing escheatment with
quieting title),\footnote{23} \textit{Cunnius v. Reading School District} (justifying state authority to
enact legislation to regulate the property of absentee owners),\footnote{24} and \textit{Provident
Institution for Savings v. Malone} (justifying state escheatment of intangible
personal property).\footnote{25}

First, in \textit{Hamilton v. Brown}, the Supreme Court made it clear that states
have the right to regulate the succession of property as a function of their
sovereignty.\footnote{26} The case began when a claimed descendant and heir of a
deceased landowner sued administrators for the state of Texas, arguing the
state did not have the power to escheat and sell the decedent’s property.\footnote{27}
The state argued that it had properly published notice of the coming
escheatment and adequately handled all claims to the land before
escheatment.\footnote{28} The Court sided with Texas, reasoning that because the state’s
escheat legislation required sufficient notification to all interested parties, it
met the requirements of due process.\footnote{29} The opinion’s arguably most notable

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{Cunnius v. Reading Sch. Dist.}, 198 U.S. 458, 467 (1905).
\item \textit{Provident Inst. for Sav. v. Malone}, 221 U.S. 660, 664 (1911).
\item \textit{Hamilton}, 161 U.S. at 262–63.
\item \textit{Id}. at 257–61.
\item \textit{Id}. at 261–62.
\item \textit{Id}. at 275. (“When a man dies, the legislature is under no constitutional obligation to
leave the title to his property, real or personal, in abeyance for an indefinite period; but it may

contribution to modern property law, however, was its framing of escheatment as simply a way in which to distribute a decedent’s estate if he or she dies with no heirs or successors. Before *Hamilton*, escheatment was simply the way property reverted back to the state when unclaimed. Following this decision, escheatment was more synonymous with “quieting title” and deciding ownership—giving the doctrine of escheat “a peculiarly American twist.”

Second, *Cunnius v. Reading School District* expanded states’ rights to enact legislation regarding the disbursement of property of not only deceased owners, but also absentee owners. At issue was a Pennsylvania statute which allowed the administrator of an individual’s estate to distribute any property within it if the person had been missing for more than seven years. After the plaintiff in the case went missing for nine years, the administrator of her estate, believing her to have died, invoked the Pennsylvania statute to collect debts owed to the plaintiff by the Reading School District in order to close and distribute the assets within estate. When Cunnius reappeared and found her property had been distributed, she sued the school district to recover the original debt from the school district. She claimed the taking was an unconstitutional violation of her due process because “[the law] did not provide for adequate notice” and that Pennsylvania did not have the power to enact legislation that would allow the administration of her property without her knowledge or consent.

The Supreme Court disagreed, finding that states had “the right to regulate concerning the estate or property of absentees . . . to the end that they may be able to perform the purposes for which government exists.” And exercising such power was not a violation of due process because the statute was specifically written for the administration of the property of absentee owners, thereby giving constructive notice to all citizens of what will happen.

provide for promptly ascertaining . . . who has succeeded to his estate. If such proceedings are had, after actual notice . . . and constructive notice by publication . . . the final determination of the right of succession . . . is due process of law . . . .

30. *Id.* at 268 (“[T]he whole object in proceedings for escheat . . . is to ascertain who are entitled to the estate of a deceased person . . . .”).

31. *See EPSTEIN, supra* note 19, § 1.04.

32. *See id.*


34. *Id.* at 458–50. While *Cunnius* does not itself involve escheat (the administrator of the estate was the one who took title to the absentee’s property, not the state), this case has been used in numerous escheat cases as authority on the power of states to dispose of absentee property through proper legislation. *EPSTEIN, supra* note 19, § 1.04.


36. *Id.*

37. *Id.* at 462.

38. *Id.* at 469.
to their estate should they decide to disappear for seven years or more.\textsuperscript{39} Furthermore, the seven-year statutory waiting period offered the owner enough time to come forward before their property was distributed.\textsuperscript{40} This opinion would later be used by courts to justify the states’ power to take control of absentee owners’ property.\textsuperscript{41}

Lastly, \textit{Provident Institution for Savings v. Malone} has been used by courts to justify escheatment of intangible personal property.\textsuperscript{42} In \textit{Malone}, Massachusetts took claim to deposits in a savings account, untouched for 30 years, invoking a state statute which authorized the treasurer or receiver general to take control of such property if the owner is unknown or unreachable.\textsuperscript{43} The bank sued, claiming the statute violated due process and “impaired the obligation of contracts.”\textsuperscript{44}

The Court sided with Massachusetts, finding the statute did not authorize total escheatment, but only empowered the state to become the custodian of the property until the true owner came forward to claim it, effectively granting title to the state against all but the true owner.\textsuperscript{45} This case solidified states’ rights to control abandoned personal property as custodians without violating due process.

These three cases shaped modern escheatment law by establishing five key propositions:

(1) The states were the successors to the English doctrines of escheat and \textit{bona vacantia};

(2) Escheat is a valid exercise of the state’s power to dictate the disposition of unclaimed or abandoned property;

(3) States can legislate the escheatment of realty or personality, whether tangible or intangible;

(4) Such regulation is not a violation of due process when it dictates a sufficient waiting period and/or provides possible claimants notice of pending escheatment; and

(5) The states can legislate the regulation of property for someone who died intestate and without heirs \textit{as well as} in situations where an owner either cannot be located or is known and unreachable.\textsuperscript{46}

In light of these cases, modern escheatment law is no longer premised upon taking title to abandoned or unclaimed property but is instead more

\textsuperscript{39} See id. at 475–76.
\textsuperscript{40} Id. at 476.
\textsuperscript{41} See EPSTEIN, supra note 19, § 1.04.
\textsuperscript{42} Id.
\textsuperscript{44} Id. at 663. The assertion that the Massachusetts statute “impaired the obligation of contracts” was grounded in the bank’s contract with the depositor in which it was agreed that no person could access the funds without production of the passbook. Id. at 662.
\textsuperscript{45} Id. at 664.
\textsuperscript{46} McThenia & Epstein, supra note 17, at 1431–33.
custodial in nature—holding on to and caring for the property until the true owner comes forward. Many legal commentators believe modern custodial escheat laws have several advantages over their English ancestors, such as reflecting societal interests in preventing the deterioration of real property and allowing the state to utilize the land until the owner comes forward to retake control and resumes responsibility for using it to society’s benefit.

Such laws demonstrate the primary purpose of American unclaimed property laws: to provide a way to keep an absentee owner’s property safe until he returns and frees private custodians from further legal obligations associated with its protection and upkeep. As for personalty, commentators have reduced the rationale for escheatment to the desire to avoid a “windfall” by or unjust enrichment of the private custodian whose retention of unclaimed funds or property will allow him to “get ‘something for nothing.’”

The state may also take control of property whose owner is unknown, becoming the true owner of the property rather than a mere custodian. Scholars view this process as a function of the secondary purpose of unclaimed property law: “to take, hold, and use for the common good,” all property that has been either lost or abandoned by an unknown owner. Similar to the first purpose, lawmakers believe this policy ensures the state and its citizens receive the benefits of the property rather than the subsequent custodian or finder of the property.

3. Uniform Unclaimed Property Acts

As states began implementing unclaimed property laws, they naturally began to diverge in their statutory language. This divergence prompted the creation of model unclaimed property legislation to make state law more uniform across the country and bring predictability to this area of law. Those model codes were the Uniform Disposition of Unclaimed Property Act of 1954, the 1966 revision, the Uniform Unclaimed Property Act of 1995, and the 2016 revision.

By 1954, only ten states had enacted comprehensive escheat legislation. In order to unify and advance such legislation across the country, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, also known as the Uniform Law Commission (“ULC”), created the Uniform Disposition of Unclaimed Property Act (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”) in 1954.

47. Kelly, supra note 12, at 1043.
49. Id. at 1326–28.
51. See Kelly, supra note 12, at 1040.
52. REVISED UNIF. UNCLAIMED PROP. ACT, prefatory note at 3 (UNIF. L. COMM’N 2016).
53. See id.
55. 16 POWELL ON REAL PROPERTY § 89.05 (Michael Allan Wolf ed., 2020).
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approved by the American Bar Association the same year. The original version of the Act is still the basis of many state unclaimed property statutes. The Act describes the circumstances under which various types of property are to be presumed abandoned and establishes a seven-year dormancy period before the state can take custodial ownership of any intangible property. In 1966, the Commissioners met again to update the Act to address issues that had arisen around the use of travelers’ checks and money orders. Today, ten states still follow this revised version of the Act, known as the Revised Uniform Disposition of Unclaimed Property Act (hereinafter referred to as “the Revised Act”).

However, the Revised Act did not address persisting uncertainties with jurisdictional complications for intangible property. In 1965, a year before the Revised Act was released, a dispute arose in the case of Texas v. New Jersey, when Texas sought a declaratory judgment from the Supreme Court concerning its right to escheat title of abandoned debts owed by Sun Oil Co., over the claims New Jersey and Pennsylvania, which were also seeking title. Texas based its argument on the fact that the debts at issue were on the books of two Texas offices or owed to people whose last known addresses were in Texas but who had since been unreachable. New Jersey claimed its right to the property was based on the fact that Sun Oil was incorporated in the state. Pennsylvania based its claim on the fact that the company’s main headquarters were located in Pennsylvania.

Later in the litigation, Florida joined the dispute, asserting it had a right to a portion of the property because some of the known creditors had last known addresses in Florida. The parties proposed four options for how the

56. Id.
57. Id.; see e.g., MD. CODE ANN., COM. LAW §§ 17-101 to 17-326 (West 2020) (partially based on 1981 version of the Act).
58. See UNIF. UNCLAIMED PROP. ACT § 2 cmt. (UNIF. L. COMM’N 1981) (“The general dormancy period of the 1966 Uniform Act was 7 years.”).
59. POWELL ON REAL PROPERTY, supra note 55, § 89.05.
60. See ALA. CODE §§ 35-12-70 to 35-12-96 (2020); 765 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 1026/15-101 to 15-104 (West 2018); IOWA CODE ANN. §§ 556.1-556.30 (West 2014); MINN. STAT. ANN. §§ 345.31-345.60 (West 2020); MISS. CODE ANN. §§ 89-12-1 to 89-12-59 (West 2020); MO. ANN. STAT. §§ 447.500-447.505 (West 2020); NEB. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 69-1301 to 69-1329 (West 2020); NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 120A.010-120A.750 (West 2007); OR. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 98.302-98.436 (West 2020); TENN. CODE ANN. §§ 66-29-101 to 66-29-184 (West 2017). The statutes in Oregon, Nevada, Iowa, Minnesota, and Tennessee are also partially based on the 1981 version of the Act.
61. See EPSTEIN, supra note 19, § 2.03.
63. Id. The unclaimed property at issue consisted of $26,461.65 owed to creditors who had never claimed/cashed their checks from Sun Oil. Id.
64. Id. at 676.
65. Id.
66. Id. at 677.
governing law could be interpreted: The property would go to: (1) the state in which the corporate custodian had the most contacts; (2) the state where the company was incorporated; (3) the state of the last known address of the owner; or (4) the state of the custodian’s principal place of business.\(^{67}\)

The Supreme Court first reasoned that option number one would result in a highly subjective contacts-based test, requiring heavy case-by-case analysis, and therefore not a suitable option.\(^{68}\) Next, it rejected the second option, stating such a rule would give too much weight to such a minor factor as where the company decided to incorporate.\(^{69}\) It also rejected the fourth option, finding that it would be “strange” to allow the state to claim the debt simply because the company had its principal place of business there, as the debt is more of a liability than an asset, only becoming an asset once escheated.\(^{70}\) Thus, the Court held that the third option was the most feasible, and established the rule that the state of the owners’ last known address had jurisdiction over the intangible property.\(^{71}\) The 1966 Revised Act, however, did not incorporate the Texas jurisdictional rule, requiring the Commissioners to revisit the Act only 15 years later.\(^{72}\)

In 1981, the Act was largely expanded when the Commissioners drafted the Uniform Unclaimed Property Act (“UUPA”).\(^{73}\) Many scholars believe UUPA was rewritten solely to incorporate the Court’s ruling in Texas and resolve the lingering questions of jurisdiction over unclaimed intangible property.\(^{74}\) The prefatory note explicitly states that the Commission recognizes the importance of Texas and incorporates its jurisdictional rule.\(^{75}\) Other major changes included lowering the requisite inactivity period for most intangible property from seven to five years,\(^{76}\) allowing custodial escheatment for shares of stock if the owner has not claimed its dividends,\(^{77}\) and instituting more regulation of service charges against unclaimed property so that the charges cannot continue in perpetuity, eventually eliminating the

\(^{67}\) Id. at 678–81.
\(^{68}\) Id. at 678–79.
\(^{69}\) Id. at 679–80.
\(^{70}\) Id. at 680.
\(^{71}\) Id. at 680–82.
\(^{72}\) See generally UNIF. UNCLAIMED PROP. ACT (UNIF. L. COMM’N 1981) (amended 1995) (discussing the importance of clarifying the law and adopting the rule set out in Texas). It is unknown why the Revised Act did not incorporate the Texas decision into its recommendations.
\(^{73}\) See generally id. (incorporating recent developments in the law of unclaimed property into a uniform act in order to encourage uniformity among the states in this area of law).
\(^{74}\) See, e.g., Kelly, supra note 12, at 1058 (“Commentators have suggested that the 1981 Act is essentially a revision of the 1954 Act designed to comply with the Supreme Court decision in Texas v. New Jersey.”); EPSTEIN, supra note 19, § 12.00 (noting the major substantive change in the 1981 Act was to change the jurisdictional test to incorporate Texas).
\(^{75}\) UNIF. UNCLAIMED PROP. ACT, prefatory note.
\(^{76}\) Id. § 2.
\(^{77}\) Id. § 21.
unclaimed property.\textsuperscript{78} UUPA also encouraged states to work together to process and take control of unclaimed property “by authorizing uniform reporting forms and joint agreements between states.”\textsuperscript{79} The Act was amended again in 1995; however, the majority of it remained the same.\textsuperscript{80} The major change in the amendment regarded investment securities in which the owner could not be identified.\textsuperscript{81} In cases where an owner’s domicile could not be ascertained, the property would fall under the jurisdiction of the intermediary’s state, not the issuing corporation’s.\textsuperscript{82}

The most recent revision to the Act occurred in 2016 (RUUPA) with expansions of the types of property of which states can take control.\textsuperscript{83} In its prefatory note, the Commission acknowledged states’ interest in pursuing more intangible unclaimed property as a way to raise state revenue in the face of increased citizen resistance to efforts to increase taxes.\textsuperscript{84} RUUPA clarifies that virtual currency—which includes cryptocurrencies along with other intangible property such as health savings accounts and stored value cards—is subject to custodial taking.\textsuperscript{85}

Together, the 1954 Uniform Disposition of Unclaimed Property Act along with its 1966 revision and the 1981 Uniform Unclaimed Property Act with its 2016 revision represent the United States’ view of unclaimed property and how states are to properly dispose of such property, real or intangible.\textsuperscript{86} Today, “[f]orty-four states, the District of Columbia, and the Virgin Islands have enacted” some form of the 1954, 1966, 1981, or 2016 versions of the Act.\textsuperscript{87}

4. Administration of the Revised Uniform Unclaimed Property Act

Some of the most critical parts of state unclaimed property legislation are the procedures that dictate how states can go about taking control of
unclaimed property and what to do with it once they have it. RUUPA has carefully outlined these procedures based on what kind of property is at issue.88 Each state can make their own determinations of how it may escheat this property, but for simplicity’s sake, this Note will only discuss how RUUPA has suggested states go about the process, as most states merely adopt a version of this process with only slight variations.

First, the “holder” of property must establish what kind of property she is in possession of and what kind of dormancy period is associated with the property.89 A holder is “a person obligated to hold for the account of, or to deliver to pay to, the owner, property subject to th[e] [act].”90 A person becomes a holder when she comes into possession or control of another person’s property, which imbues certain responsibilities if the owner does not claim the property within a certain time.91 The holder of the property must determine how to classify the property according to the statute, which will dictate how long the property must lay unclaimed before it may be escheated.92 A typical example of a holder is a bank because they act as a custodian of their customers’ money in bank accounts and property in safe deposit boxes. When a person comes to a bank and deposits money into an account, the bank is now responsible as a “holder” under state law and must inform the state if the property is later “unclaimed” after a defined time period has passed.93

After the appropriate dormancy period has elapsed, the holder is required to attempt to contact the owner regarding her property using guidelines set forth in the statute.94 The notice requirements dictate that a holder must send two communications to the owner’s last known address no less than 60 days before filing a report with the state’s unclaimed property administrator.95 Section 502 describes that this notice must contain information about the property and the pending report to administrators so the owner has sufficient opportunity to come forward and claim her property before it is turned over to the state.96

Once the holder meets the notice requirements, she must then file a report with state administrators.97 The report must include information about

88. See generally REVISED UNIF. UNCLAIMED PROP. ACT (creating separate provisions for unclaimed gift cards, contents of safe-deposit boxes, and custodial accounts).
89. See id. art. 2.
90. Id. § 102(12) (second alteration in original).
91. See id. prefatory note at 3–4.
92. See id. art. 2.
93. See id. § 102 cmt. 1 at 23 (“[W]here a party contractually assumes direct liability to the owner for an obligation and is in possession of the funds associated with such obligation, the assuming party becomes the applicable holder . . . .”).
94. Id. art. 5.
95. Id. § 501.
96. Id. § 502.
97. Id. art. 4.
the property, the period of abandonment, the apparent owner, a certification that the notice requirements were met, and any other information the administrator requires.98

After the report is filed, the state may finally take control of the property.99 But the state is not yet free and clear—they then have to comply with statutory post-escheatment procedures. RUUPA specifically outlines how each type of property is to be sold or disposed of for use or custody by the state.100 The owner may then contact the state to regain control and ownership over their property according to the processes set forth in Article 9 of RUUPA.101

5. State Implementation of the Revised Uniform Unclaimed Property Act

As of late 2020, only six states have codified the language in RUUPA, with two more proposals working their way through the legislative process. This Section briefly discusses its implementation in Delaware, Illinois, Colorado, Kentucky, Tennessee, Utah, and its proposal in New York and South Carolina.

First out of the gate was Delaware. It incorporated portions of RUUPA into its unclaimed property statutes in February 2017.102 Much of Delaware’s updated statutes were written to accommodate the state case of Temple-Inland, Inc. v. Cook, which found the state’s audit practices related to unclaimed property were unconstitutional.103 This decision led Delaware to deviate from RUUPA and enact much more specific estimation methodology and audit rules.104

A close second, Utah enacted its own version of RUUPA in May of 2017.105 Utah’s version of the act is very similar to the original language, but it does not incorporate the change in dormancy period106 that is included in RUUPA and keeps its original treatment of gift cards as exempt from escheatment.107 Tennessee followed suit in July of 2017,108 also retaining its
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98. Id. § 402.
99. Id. art. 6.
100. Id. art. 7, 8. Though, as we will see later, the procedures regarding the disposition of virtual currencies is anything but clear. See infra Section III.D.
101. REVISED UNIF. UNCLAIMED PROP. ACT art. 9.
103. See generally Temple-Inland, Inc. v. Cook, 192 F. Supp. 3d 527 (D. Del. 2016) (finding Delaware’s practice of estimating unclaimed property owed to the state allowed it to escheat vastly more property than it should have, which was a violation of substantive due process).
104. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 12, §§ 1172, 1176.
105. UTAH CODE ANN. §§ 67-4a-101 to 67-4a-1504 (West 2020).
106. Id. § 67-4a-201.
107. Id. § 67-4a-102(29) (c) (vi) (exempting gift cards from the definition of “property” which is escheatable).
clear exemption for gift cards and property obtained in a business-to-business relationship.\(^\text{109}\)

Mostly following suit, but giving the language its own spin, Illinois enacted its version of RUUPA in January 2018.\(^\text{110}\) In response to Illinois practitioners’ negative views of the new Act, lawmakers have introduced a bill to repeal the new RUUPA-like version and reinstate the old version of the state’s unclaimed property legislation.\(^\text{111}\)

Later that year, Kentucky updated its unclaimed property statutes to reflect the changes in RUUPA in July of 2018.\(^\text{112}\) Most of the Kentucky act mirrors RUUPA, although Kentucky affirmatively excludes gift cards as long as the cards do not expire or have any post-sale fees.\(^\text{113}\) And finally, Colorado passed its version of RUUPA in April 2019, after trying and failing to pass a previous version of RUUPA in 2018.\(^\text{114}\) Colorado’s major departure from the RUUPA language is in its treatment of gift cards and gift certificates.\(^\text{115}\) While under RUUPA, a holder may be required to report any unclaimed gift cards or gift certificates, if a Colorado holder makes over $200,000 in annual gross receipts from the sale of the cards, she is required to report and remit any unclaimed gift cards or gift certificates.\(^\text{116}\)

States are continuing to propose amendments to their unclaimed property statutes to incorporate some, if not most, of the provisions in RUUPA.\(^\text{117}\) This number will likely grow rapidly over the next few years as states begin to unify their unclaimed property legislation and see the above states’ revenues increase as they begin to take control of unclaimed virtual currencies. A memorandum in support of New York’s amendment to its current unclaimed property statutes—which would include cryptocurrency as escheatable property—explicitly noted that the inclusion of virtual currency


\(^{111}\) H.B. 321, 101st Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Ill. 2019). It should be noted that this proposal has not yet passed.

\(^{112}\) KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 393A (West 2018).

\(^{113}\) Id. § 393A:010(11), (24)(d); Barmeyer et al., supra note 109.


\(^{115}\) See COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 38-13-102(11) (West 2020); id. cmt.

\(^{116}\) Id. § 38-13-219.

in their definition of property would likely increase state revenues by $2 million to $5 million each year. 118

B. A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO CRYPTOCURRENCY AND BLOCKCHAIN

The rise of cryptocurrencies (also known as virtual currencies) has caused growing pains for the legal community since its emergence in 2009. 119 To better understand the legal implications cryptocurrencies pose for unclaimed property law, a basic understanding of what a cryptocurrency is and how it arose is necessary. Section II.B.1 will introduce and define cryptocurrency, Section II.B.2 will detail blockchain and the basics of virtual currencies, Section II.B.3 will explain the cryptocurrency environment, and Section II.B.4 will briefly discuss pending legal battles over cryptocurrency and its regulation.

1. What is Cryptocurrency?

Cryptocurrency is a “digital asset[1] recorded on decentralized, public ledgers.” 120 The currencies are open-sourced and decentralized, meaning there is no overarching body controlling the currency’s value or management and users don’t have to rely on a trusted third party to transact. 121 Cryptocurrencies are tamper-proof and unalterable because of their decentralized and highly secured structure, giving them a level of trustworthiness and anonymity that attract many investors. 122 The Bitcoin economy itself is substantial, 123 with a market capitalization of over $433 billion as of December 2020. 124 And as for the general cryptocurrency market, its market capitalization, as of December 2020, is a staggering $631 billion. 125
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2. Blockchain and the Birth of Virtual Currencies

To understand cryptocurrency, one must understand blockchain, a notoriously complicated idea\(^{126}\) and the basic foundation for cryptocurrencies.\(^{127}\) Blockchain is “a digital database containing information (such as records of financial transactions) that can be simultaneously used and shared within a large[,] decentralized, publicly accessible network.”\(^{128}\) The “blocks” are digital information that are then stored on the “chain,” or public database, which connects each block to the next.\(^{129}\) Each block is made up of three pieces of information: (1) information about the transaction like date, price, and time; (2) who is part of the transaction, typically the buyer’s username and the seller’s name; and (3) a unique code that distinguishes each transaction so no block on the chain is identical.\(^{130}\) Depending on the size of the transaction, each block can potentially store thousands of pieces of information in one place.\(^{131}\)

In order for new blocks to be added to the chain, a few things need to happen. First, a transaction must take place, and the transaction must be verified by a network of computers that confirms the transaction details.\(^{132}\) The information is then stored in a block, and the block is given a unique code.\(^{133}\) Once these four elements are met, the block is added to the larger chain and becomes publicly available for viewing.\(^{134}\) Nearly all cryptocurrencies follow the same basic pattern when extracted from the blockchain, so Bitcoin is used here to illustrate the process.\(^{135}\) Bitcoin is decentralized, meaning there is no intermediary computer network verifying the information in Bitcoin transactions; it relies on the efforts of users to decode and log Bitcoin


\(^{127}\) See Iansiti & Lakhani, supra note 126.


\(^{130}\) Id.

\(^{131}\) Id.

\(^{132}\) Id.; see also Edith M., *How Exactly Does Blockchain Work?*, FOREX ACAD. (Dec. 11, 2019), https://www.forex.academy/how-exactly-does-blockchain-work [https://perma.cc/gYJt-VV95] (“Verifying means checking if the transaction is as you said it was, in regard[,] to the details of the purchase, time, amount, and participants.”).

\(^{133}\) Conway, supra note 129.

\(^{134}\) Id.

transactions. These efforts are called “mining.” To gain Bitcoins, miners use highly specialized computers to solve complex math problems that will verify Bitcoin transactions. Miners look for (or “mine”) a block within the entire chain “that produces a particular pattern when the Bitcoin ‘hash’ algorithm is applied to the data.” Bitcoin miners are rewarded with new Bitcoins each time they produce this pattern in a block to compensate them for their work, but because there is a finite number of Bitcoins available (21 million), the calculations become increasingly difficult. But mining is only one way to gain Bitcoins.

Another way to get Bitcoins is by purchasing coins on an exchange or by accepting coins as payment for goods or services. Bitcoin exchanges —similar to regular securities exchange platforms—match potential Bitcoin buyers with interested sellers. Once an individual has obtained the Bitcoin, she then has to securely store it.

Because Bitcoin is purely digital (and somewhat theoretical), it is stored much differently than traditional currency or even securities. It is typically stored in “wallets” that keep track of the private “keys” that are used to access your public Bitcoin address. These keys are much like physical keys; without them you cannot access your Bitcoins. However, instead of a physical object, these keys are 256-bit long alphanumeric numbers used to authorize transactions using your Bitcoins. The wallet stores this number securely until the owner is ready to use it.

3. Today’s Cryptocurrency Landscape

With that basic understanding of how cryptocurrencies work, we can discuss today’s ever-changing cryptocurrency environment. As of December 2020, there are over 8,100 different cryptocurrencies in existence with a total
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market cap of over $687.94 billion. Not all of those virtual currencies are significant (or even legitimate), with nearly 90 percent of the market consisting of only the top 20 cryptocurrencies. As of December 2020, the top three cryptocurrencies—Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Tether—are worth a combined market cap of more than $571.85 billion. The number of Bitcoin owners is highly concentrated, with only a fraction coming within the definition “of long-term, frequent users.” The majority of transactions take place on exchanges where investors can buy and sell Bitcoins and other cryptocurrencies as a means of investment, rather than use as a legitimate currency.

4. Current Legal Battlegrounds

Because of cryptocurrencies’ incredible value and complicated nature, they have caused legal professionals a variety of difficulties in the past few years, causing states to enact legislation regulating their use. Cryptocurrencies “[have] been used to evade taxes, launder money and trade illicit goods” as well as fund a variety of illegal activities on the Dark Web. These questionable uses have caused various agencies, such as the Treasury Department, Commodity Futures Trading Commission, Securities Exchange Commission, and the Internal Revenue Service to implement new regulations to crack down on such use. In 2013, the Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network announced their plan to use anti-fraud provisions in the Bank Secrecy Act to investigate and prosecute cryptocurrency exchanges engaged in illegal activity. In January 2017, the operators of a cryptocurrency
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exchange platform, Coin.mx, pled guilty to charges of money laundering and fraud after illegally processing more than $10 million in Bitcoin transactions.\textsuperscript{157}

Comparatively, the IRS and SEC have begun treating cryptocurrencies like securities in their attempts to prevent fraud and abuse.\textsuperscript{158} The IRS has specifically issued guidance that it does not recognize Bitcoin as legitimate currency,\textsuperscript{159} but it does require investors to claim any gains or losses associated with trading them.\textsuperscript{160} In 2017, the IRS won a suit against cryptocurrency exchange platform, CoinBase, requiring the platform to give the IRS the account information of some 14,000 users suspected of tax violations.\textsuperscript{161}

Recently, the SEC has tried to regulate crypto-based exchange-traded funds (“ETFs”) by refusing to approve proposals that raise concerns over valuation and verification.\textsuperscript{162} The Commission has also taken action to classify certain virtual currencies as securities\textsuperscript{163} and stop initial coin offerings it sees as illegitimate.\textsuperscript{164} However, the SEC has taken few regulatory actions, and it is still unclear how government agencies will continue regulating the cryptocurrency markets.\textsuperscript{165}

In September 2017, the Commodities Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) allowed for futures trading on Bitcoin, with two platforms officially launching Bitcoin futures later that year.\textsuperscript{166} The CFTC routinely brings charges against platforms that unlawfully solicit or offer unregistered Bitcoin futures to punish unlawful commodity exchanges that occur off-exchange and those who fail to register properly.\textsuperscript{167}
III. A LIMITED UNDERSTANDING LEADS TO AMBIGUITY

Unclaimed property has long been a source of substantial revenue for states, and it continues to grow year to year.\textsuperscript{168} Some legal commentators consider it the fastest growing source of state revenue.\textsuperscript{169}

The ULC, in its prefatory note to RUUPA, wrote that “states . . . held more than [an estimated] $40 billion in unclaimed property, a figure nearly double the figure of $22.8 billion . . . in 2003.”\textsuperscript{170} Now, states are eyeing unclaimed cryptocurrencies as the next potentially lucrative source of revenue, given its growing value and the sheer number of unclaimed cryptocurrencies in the market.\textsuperscript{171} Section III.A discusses possible interpretations of the 2016 RUUPA as it relates to the “virtual currency” provision and how states that have enacted RUUPA language have approached it. Sections III.B–E examine issues states will undoubtedly face as they begin to implement the new version of the Act, such as cryptocurrency classification problems, difficulty identifying “holders” of the property for reporting purposes, and logistical issues surrounding the use of the currency, such as how the state is supposed to control the property and how an owner is expected to make claim to get her property back. Section III.F analyzes the few cases that are centered on this issue and how the courts have grappled with these concerns.

A. REVISED UNIFORM UNCLAIMED PROPERTY ACT INTERPRETATION

First up for discussion is the statutory language of RUUPA. The definition of virtual currencies in section 102(32) is ambiguous and may lead to conflicting interpretations over what states are allowed to take and what they may do with the property once they have control over it. Unlike its predecessors, RUUPA includes “virtual currencies” as a type of property states may escheat.\textsuperscript{172} In section 102(32), virtual currency is defined as “a digital representation of value used as a medium of exchange, unit of account, or store of value, which does not have legal tender status recognized by the United States.”\textsuperscript{173} The Act gives states the ability to exclude gift cards, game-
related digital content, and any software governing the transfer of digital currency from this definition. But unfortunately, it doesn’t explicitly include or exclude cryptocurrencies.

While the definition of virtual currency may seem clear enough, its simplicity could lead to troublesome interpretations because it does not account for the unique complexity of cryptocurrencies, should a state decide they fit under the “virtual currency” umbrella. For example, does cryptocurrency fit under the definition of virtual currency, or is it excludable as a gift card (for those states that choose to exclude them)? According to the Code of Federal Regulations, a “gift certificate” can be any device through which the owner can redeem digital value for goods or services but that is not redeemable for cash.

Since many private cryptocurrencies are accessed by a code and only redeemable for goods or services rather than cash, this may lead to potential litigation over whether cryptocurrency stored this way is merely a “gift card” and is therefore not escheatable, or if it is considered virtual currency generally because the value being exchanged is cryptocurrency, and is therefore escheatable. It is clear that the ULC was still unsure on the correct definition of a virtual currency during the drafting of RUUPA, explaining “[t]he definition . . . of virtual currency is adapted from the current draft of the Uniform Regulation of Virtual Currency Act (URVCA). The drafting committee of that Act has not yet settled on a definition of ‘virtual currency.’” It is unclear why the RUUPA drafting committee would rely on a definition that another drafting committee had not yet settled on. The URVCA was published in 2017, after RUUPA, and contains a more comprehensive definition of what fits under the “virtual currency” umbrella. States could implement the clear delineations in their versions of
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the Act to resolve the ambiguities in the RUUPA definition, but no states have done this, instead relying exclusively on the vague RUUPA language.\textsuperscript{182}

If a state does end up gaining control of a card loaded with cryptocurrency, RUUPA is equally unclear on what exactly they do with it. Practitioners believe the issue will lead to litigation over whether a state who escheats a “gift card” loaded with cryptocurrency has the right to demand the retailer or service provider to cash out the cryptocurrency and remit the cash value, or whether states only have the same rights as the property owner.\textsuperscript{183}

If the latter, states will not be able to gain the cash value of the card because the owner typically only has the right to redeem the value for goods or services at that retailer.\textsuperscript{184} The state would then be left holding a card loaded with non-legal tender.

These ambiguities and competing interpretations seem to reflect an incomplete understanding of cryptocurrencies. If the drafting committee had carefully included language that specifically stated where cryptocurrencies fit into RUUPA and what the procedures for remitted cryptocurrencies are, as they do with almost every other type of property, they could have avoided these difficulties.

\textbf{B. CRYPTOocurrency Classification Problems}

If a state has determined that cryptocurrencies do in fact fall under the “virtual currency” umbrella, it must then decide where such property fits within the Article 2 “Presumption of Abandonment” procedures, which include specific dormancy periods for each type of property. Determining the correct dormancy period for cryptocurrencies is likely going to be an issue for states because they won’t know what kind of property to classify the asset as. Under the vague definition of RUUPA, cryptocurrencies can be classified as a security, commodity, or gift card, based on what aspects of the asset the state focuses on.

The holder\textsuperscript{185} of unclaimed property is required to wait a certain amount of time before remitting the property to the state, depending on what type of asset the property is.\textsuperscript{186} For example, an insurance company that owes a
certain amount of money on a life insurance policy must only wait three years before reporting it as unclaimed, whereas the holder of an unclaimed traveler’s check must wait 15 years after its issuance before reporting.\footnote{Id. \S 201(1), (7).} This period is determined by classifying the property according to RUUPA section 201.\footnote{Id. \S 201.}

Unfortunately for cryptocurrency holders, the Act fails to define what type of property virtual currency is.\footnote{See id. \S 102(32).} State unclaimed property administrators will need to decide whether to treat the property as a security, commodity, currency, or gift card, as each type comes with its own rules and dormancy periods for the holders.\footnote{See id. \S 1012.} The penalty for a holder failing to report unclaimed property within the statutory time limit is severe, becoming subject to an examination by the state of all the holder’s records and possibly incurring personal liability for the mistake.\footnote{Id. \S 1012.} Because this dormancy period determination is so important, holders need to understand what kind of property they are in control of.

The first possibility for cryptocurrency classification is as a security. Administrators or holders may find that because a cryptocurrency was bought for cash on a widely used exchange platform with the expectation of a return on investment, it is most like a security.\footnote{See Allen Kogan, Comment, \textit{Not All Virtual Currencies Are Created Equal: Regulatory Guidance in the Aftermath of CFTC v. McDonnell}, 8 AM. U. BUS. L. REV. 199, 233 (2019).} Similarly, cryptocurrencies that were created by organizations hoping to raise capital (in what is known as an initial coin offering) can easily fall under the SEC’s definition of an investment contract and therefore may be considered a security.\footnote{See Jay Clayton, \textit{Statement on Cryptocurrencies and Initial Coin Offerings}, U.S. SEC. & EXCH. COMM’N (Dec. 11, 2017), https://www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/statement-clayton-2017-12-11 [https://perma.cc/64P4-DRK9] (“By and large, the structures of initial coin offerings that I have seen promote involve the offer and sale of securities and directly implicate the securities registration requirements and other investor protection provisions of our federal securities laws.”); \textit{Spotlight on Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs)}, supra note 164. See also generally SEC v. W.J. Howey Co., 328 U.S. 293 (1946) (defining the elements of an investment contract).} The dormancy period for unclaimed securities is only three years after notification.\footnote{REVISED UNIF. UNCLAIMED PROP. ACT \S 208.}

However, the SEC has recently cautioned against the blanket interpretation of typical cryptocurrencies as a type of security.\footnote{See Virtual Currencies: The Oversight Role of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Banking, Hous., & Urb. Affs., 115th Cong. 4–5 (2018) (statement of Jay Clayton, Chairman, United States Securities and Exchange Commission).} In a congressional hearing in February 2018, the SEC Chairman stated that cryptocurrencies, like Bitcoin, that are pure mediums of exchange will not be considered securities,
but coins sold by organizations to finance projects (initial coin offerings) will likely be considered securities. This makes classifying cryptocurrencies as securities complicated, as the holder will have to determine whether the asset she is dealing with is a pure medium of exchange or obtained through an initial coin offering or something similar.

Second, some commentators have likened cryptocurrency to a type of commodity. Some cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, are obtained by “mining,” and the number of items in existence is finite. As a result, these cryptocurrencies begin to look strikingly similar to commodities, which are assigned a value by the market and can be bought and sold as simply items of value. If treated as commodities, unclaimed cryptocurrencies would likely have a dormancy period of three years.

Lastly, the currency may be classified as a gift card or stored value card, which many states have excluded under RUUPA’s definition of “virtual currency.” A gift card is typically a card, physical or digital, “that has been pre-loaded [with] a certain dollar amount.” Gift cards are usually “closed-loop,” meaning “that [they] can only be redeemed by a specific retailer.” These cards cannot be redeemed for cash, only goods or services. Stored value cards are “open-loop” cards, meaning they can be used at any retailer who accepts them, once they have been loaded with a dollar amount.
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typical example is a pre-loaded Visa or American Express card. A number of companies now allow Bitcoin and other cryptocurrency owners to purchase stored value or gift cards loaded with their cryptocurrencies for easy use, meaning these cryptocurrencies could actually fall under the “gift card” or “stored value” card provisions of sections 206 and 207 of RUUPA. Some commentators believe a majority of cryptocurrencies on the market actually fall under one of these two umbrellas. If the holder determines a cryptocurrency should be classified as one of these two types, she will have to wait either five years for gift cards or three years for a stored value card before remitting. But it can be even more complicated if the holder is dealing with a state that excludes these cards altogether. A further problem for unclaimed property administrators is the fact that some states exempt gift cards altogether from their lists of escheatable property. State statutes are not clear as to when a cryptocurrency is or is not a stored value or gift card, which does not give state administrators or holders clarity on whether the property is exempt from escheatment or not. If states exempt these types of property from escheatment, and do not expressly exempt cards with cryptocurrency from the gift card exemption, a large percentage of cryptocurrency will be beyond the state’s reach.

Determining the statutorily required dormancy period for unclaimed property is key for holders because there are serious and very real consequences for failing to report unclaimed property within the correct time period. The state has the right to conduct an audit of any holder with unclaimed property obligations, but it typically will only audit holders it has reason to believe have not reported unclaimed property. If the state finds unremitted property in the holder’s possession, the holder will be required to turn over the property
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to the state and will likely incur penalties and interest.\textsuperscript{216} The 2016 revision of the Act now explicitly allows states to contract with outside firms to conduct audits of the records of holders on a contingency-fee basis to ensure compliance with reporting requirements, giving firms an incentive of receiving ten to fifteen percent of all unreported unclaimed property.\textsuperscript{217} The use of these firms is highly controversial, as it incentivizes the auditing firms to resolve reporting disputes in favor of the state and increases the number of audits the state can conduct.\textsuperscript{218}

A holder who is found to have violated the reporting requirements may be found personally liable and pay penalties of up to $25,000 (however, states could decide to impose higher penalties) “plus [25] percent of the . . . value of [the] property.”\textsuperscript{219} Such high penalties show why calculating the correct dormancy period for unclaimed property is crucial. Without the clarity of what kind of property cryptocurrency is, holders and state administrators are going to have increasing difficulty with RUUPA. Plus, with the increased likelihood of an audit with a negative outcome, holders have a lot on the line.

C. Who is the “Holder” of Cryptocurrency?

The next piece of ambiguity surrounds just who qualifies as a holder, responsible for calculating the dormancy periods described above. Under RUUPA, a holder is someone who is currently in possession of unclaimed property and therefore required to report it to the state.\textsuperscript{220} However, identifying the holder or entity with custody over a purely virtual item like cryptocurrency is not a simple task. A “holder” of a cryptocurrency could be the exchange platform through which the virtual currency can be accessed, or the digital wallet that holds the access key, or perhaps there is no holder at all in the case of cryptocurrencies that have been mined directly from the blockchain.\textsuperscript{221} Identifying the correct holder is crucial to the state’s ability to identify who is required to notify it of the unclaimed property.
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To be sure, some determinations will be easier than others. For example, it is relatively simple to identify the holder of cryptocurrencies which are stored on an exchange platform such as Binance or Coinbase Pro.\(^{222}\) A cryptocurrency exchange is an online platform that allows users to “exchange one kind of digital asset for another based on the market value of the given assets.”\(^{223}\) Like online securities brokers, cryptocurrencies are stored on the platform’s database and accessed from there, so the holder will naturally be the platform’s owner.

Things become more complicated the moment the owner of the cryptocurrency takes it off the exchange platform and stores it in a digital wallet. A wallet in this sense is an online service that allows cryptocurrency owners to store the public and private keys that they use to access their digital currency.\(^{224}\) In the case of digital wallets, cryptocurrency itself is not stored on its platform, the only thing stored there is the access code or key used to gain access to the cryptocurrency, which can then be used or traded.\(^{225}\)

There are two types of wallets—non-custodial and custodial.\(^{226}\) In the case of a custodial wallet, the owner does not control her private key directly.\(^{227}\) The company does that for her, which means the holder will likely be the wallet company because it has control over and access to the asset.\(^{228}\) But in the case of non-custodial wallets, the owner of the cryptocurrency is in full control of the private key, and the company operating the wallet does not have access to that information.\(^{229}\) As a result, there is no “holder” in a non-custodial wallet relationship, because according to the language of RUUPA,
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if the wallet is not in control of the cryptocurrency itself, the wallet is not required to report any unclaimed cryptocurrency to the state.230

In the case of cryptocurrency obtained by miners, there is also no holder. Since the cryptocurrency is held on a decentralized blockchain, no overarching entity or person has access to or control over it.231 This necessarily means there is no party who has possession of the unclaimed property and no one is therefore responsible for reporting the unclaimed property to the state, frustrating the ability of state administrators to gain control of the cryptocurrency.

Without clear guidelines on who serves as the holder of unclaimed cryptocurrencies, it will be nearly impossible for the state to gain control of these assets. Without any holder to be made responsible to report the unclaimed property, the state will have no way of knowing when cryptocurrencies are unclaimed, whether the dormancy period has been met, or who the original cryptocurrency owner is and whether they have been notified.

D. STATE INABILITY TO HOLD OR DISPOSE OF CRYPTOCURRENCY

The next wrinkle is possibly the most striking and ill-considered—states are unprepared and likely wholly incapable of holding or controlling remitted cryptocurrencies because they currently do not have the technological capacity to hold such assets or even accept their transfer.232 The only viable option that does not require a complete (and likely expensive) technological overhaul for states is for each state to require holders to liquidate the unclaimed cryptocurrency and merely transfer the dollar value to the administrator.233

However, this solution does not assuage the concerns of the holder, who may be held liable to the owner for liquidating their virtual asset. Additionally, if the state refuses to indemnify the holder, it may lead to holders who want to follow the law, but do not report the unclaimed property for fear of possibly more severe personal liability to the owner.234
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Holders will likely try to fight an order from the state using section 702 of RUUPA, which specifies that only the state administrator is allowed to dispose of a security on the open market, making it improper for the holder to do so. Effectively, under RUUPA, there seems to be no statutory requirement for a holder to dispose of the property for the administrator at all. Attempting to order the holder to liquidate cryptocurrencies may cut against the state’s own statute and be impossible in application.

Further, if a state itself were to liquidate cryptocurrency, it would likely invite fervent litigation from owners with claims of negligent escheatment or unlawful taking. If the owner of a liquidated cryptocurrency comes to the state to reclaim her escheated assets only to receive its cash value at the time of liquidation, the owner could potentially have lost out on thousands of dollars’ worth of appreciated value. This result would work directly against the purported purpose of unclaimed property laws—to prevent property from falling into decay and acting as a responsible guardian until the owner comes forward. The state will have to fight claims by owners who assert that the state’s arguably negligent cashing out of their cryptocurrency directly caused their property to lose significant value.

Another reason liquidating “unclaimed” cryptocurrency will invite litigation is because as an investment strategy, investors often purposely accumulate cryptocurrency and leave it untouched for a lengthy period of time, a strategy which is wholly usurped by escheatment. These cryptocurrency owners ascribe to the “HODL” model of crypto-ownership—that owners will purchase Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies and then leave them alone, expecting their value to surge. Even more intense cryptocurrency investors believe their cryptocurrencies will eventually replace all government-issued currency. Based on this belief, these investors often buy cryptocurrencies with the intent to let them sit, believing that when the inevitable day comes,
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their cryptocurrency’s value will skyrocket.243 If a state liquidates the assets of these owners, it will likely face intense backlash, as it will be seen to have dismantled the owners’ ensuing fortune.

States who have adopted the RUUPA virtual currency provision have not fully prepared for the complexity of cryptocurrency. They do not have the technological capacity to hold the assets, whether that be through a wallet system or online platform, and they will have considerable difficulty if they attempt to require holders to liquidate cryptocurrencies and remit the cash value, or even if the states do it themselves.244 The latter action, in particular, will likely open the state to litigation from angry owners who may have lost considerable appreciated value.

E. HOW DOES AN ANONYMOUS OWNER RETRIEVE ESCHEATED PROPERTY?

If a state successfully escheats unclaimed cryptocurrency, according to RUUPA, owners have the ability to make a claim to regain their property.245 However, many cryptocurrency owners purposefully keep their identities anonymous, which will be a frustrating factor for owners who try to retrieve their escheated cryptocurrency. Modern unclaimed property law sees the state as a custodian, giving owners the ability to reclaim their property.246 But if an owner is anonymous, under RUUPA, he cannot regain his escheated property.247 Meaning, in many cases, the effects of owner anonymity and a state-mandated asset liquidation may combine to produce a uniquely likely risk of an unconstitutional taking.

A bedrock of unclaimed property law is that the state acts as a responsible custodian for unclaimed property only until the true owner comes to reclaim their property.248 Before any property can be escheated by the state, the owner must be notified of the pending taking.249 After the state takes control of the property, owners can file a claim for the return of their property, and “if the administrator receives evidence sufficient to establish . . . that the claimant is the owner of the property,” then the administrator will honor the claim.250 However, most cryptocurrencies are not connected to an owner’s personal
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identity, which creates an entirely new problem that is not present with almost any other type of property.

Bitcoin's pseudonymous structure is the most common form of cryptocurrency owner identification, so it will be used to examine the problems associated with identifying cryptocurrency owners. Bitcoin is found on the blockchain, which means the information about the owner of the asset is also located there. The blockchain records information about the asset, like IP address and transaction information. However, unless the transaction or IP address is linked to the owner's personal identity in some way, administrators and holders will only be able to locate the owner's IP address. Further complicating matters, if an owner uses a browser such as the commonly used Tor, which routes traffic through different servers and adds layers of encryption to browsing history, the IP address located on the blockchain will be useless for locating the owner. If, as discussed in Section III.D, the state requires a holder to liquidate the asset before remitting, the state would also be completely unable to track ownership. Ownership can only be validated by the network, and liquidated cryptocurrencies are no longer a part of the network where that can happen, making their owner's identity untraceable. Without this knowledge of who actually owns the asset, there will be no way for the owner to be notified or any way for the owner to later prove to the administrator that she has a valid claim to the escheated property.

As a result, if an owner was never notified of the pending escheatment is unable to retrieve their cryptocurrency, a court may find that the state has run afoul of the Takings Clause. A true owner of the digital asset would have a unique case against the state for unconstitutionally taking their property without just compensation because there would be no way under the current law for the owner to retrieve their cryptocurrency, though it has not yet been challenged in court. Previous cases deciding the constitutionality of escheatment in the event of an unknown owner have taken for granted that in each case, the owner's name or something identifiable is known that the owner may use to prove their identity and reclaim their property. But no case has analyzed
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what happens if an owner’s ability to prove her status as the true owner is impossible.

F. CURRENT CASELAW ON THE ISSUE

There has not yet been much litigation surrounding escheatment of cryptocurrencies, as each state’s version of RUUPA is in its infancy. However, there have been two cases that may become influential as this area of the law develops: Faasse v. Coinbase and Commodity Futures Trading Commission v. McDonnell.259

First, in Faasse v. Coinbase, the class-action plaintiffs claimed Coinbase improperly kept cryptocurrencies sent to the plaintiffs through Coinbase’s platform.260 According to the plaintiffs, Coinbase users had sent them cryptocurrency using Coinbase’s platform by sending a link in an email where they could click and claim their cryptocurrencies.260 However, because many of the plaintiffs were unaware of what cryptocurrencies were, the emails went unopened.262 After some time, Coinbase took control of the gifted cryptocurrencies, failing to notify the plaintiffs that they had unclaimed assets on the platform or to turn them over to the state as required by “California’s unclaimed property” statutes.263 Several plaintiffs even alleged that the link they were sent by Coinbase was broken, so they were not able to access the cryptocurrencies at all.264

The plaintiffs brought suit in March 2018 against Coinbase, seeking to recover their cryptocurrencies for those whose identities were known and for Coinbase to turn over any cryptocurrencies for which the owner was unknown to the state of California.265 The case was settled out of court,266 but it highlights the issues associated with the new frontier of unclaimed cryptocurrency. For example, some of those questions that remain include whether Coinbase was truly the “holder” of the cryptocurrency sent by email, what California will do with the property that was sent to email addresses with no known identity tied to it, and what link maintenance—ensuring each sent link is active and functional—Coinbase is required to perform to make sure users can access
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gifted cryptocurrencies within the statutory period in order to avoid escheatment.

The second relevant case is *Commodity Futures Trading Commission v. McDonnell*. In March 2018, the CFTC alleged a virtual currency trader was “defraud[ing] investors by [purposely] misappropriating their funds under the guise of a legitimate advisor for the trading and purchasing of cryptocurrencies.” In its judgment, the district court recognized the CFTC’s jurisdiction to regulate cryptocurrencies and virtual currencies, finding that such items were commodities and therefore “subject to the agency’s” control. The court stated:

> Virtual currencies can be regulated by [the] CFTC as a commodity. Virtual currencies are “goods” exchanged in a market for a uniform quality and value. They fall well-within the common definition of “commodity” as well as the [Commodities Exchange Act’s] definition of “commodities” as “all other goods and articles . . . in which contracts for future delivery are presently or in the future dealt in.”

States may use this finding in the future to settle how they should classify unclaimed cryptocurrency for the purpose of dormancy periods, however there has been no litigation on this point since 2018.

These cases highlight the complexity that comes with regulating cryptocurrencies. As states begin to grapple with the inherent ambiguity of RUUPA’s virtual currency treatment, they will likely face litigation that will hopefully lead legislatures and the ULC to more thoughtfully draft how to manage these assets.

IV. Resolving Ambiguity and Catching up to the 21st Century

RUUPA’s current treatment of unclaimed cryptocurrency is likely to lead to several problems, not only for state administrators who need to figure out what to do with these assets and how to properly escheat them, but also for owners who may want to reclaim their escheated cryptocurrency and have no way of proving they are in fact the true owners. In response, Section IV.A identifies provisions in RUUPA where more specific drafting language could resolve ambiguities, and Section IV.B proposes ways states can update their technological capacity to hold cryptocurrencies and gain the revenue associated with the unclaimed assets.

---
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A. Resolve Ambiguity in RUUPA Related to the “Virtual Currency” Provision

First, the ULC is the body most equipped to offer some clarity to this area of the law because the vast majority of states have used RUUPA and its predecessors to shape and draft their own unclaimed property legislation. By starting the change there, states who have decided to include RUUPA’s virtual currency provision will be able to look to the revised model code and understand ways they can improve their own unclaimed property statutes. If states want to ensure they can actually gain and control this large class of unclaimed property, they will need a few clarifications, specifically as it relates to clarifying the “virtual currency” definition, determining who is considered a holder, explaining the process of gaining control of cryptocurrency, and defining what states should do in the case of an unknown owner.

Initially, the definition for “virtual currency,” as stated in section 102(32), is too ambiguous. As it is written, the term virtual currency encompasses all types of “digital representation[s] of value . . . which do[] not have legal tender status recognized by the United States.” RUUPA, or its next incarnation, should have a separate definition for cryptocurrency, either within section 102(32) or as its own provision under section 102, because of its unique properties and complex origins that complicate its classification. This definition needs to explicitly say what types of cryptocurrency holders are required to report to the state, such as tokens, access codes and keys, and shares of cryptocurrencies held on an exchange platform or digital wallet. Careful drafting will ensure holders know what their responsibilities are under the statute and administrators know whether a holder is in violation of the Act. If the Commission believes different types of cryptocurrencies should be treated as different types of property, then definitions in section 102 should reflect that distinction, with each type of cryptocurrency included in the definition of the corresponding type of property. For example, a revised section 102 could include shares in a cryptocurrency under “security” or physical coins under “money.” This proposed language will clear up which relevant dormancy period is required for a certain type of cryptocurrency and will minimize administrative difficulty for both holders and administrators.

The second way the ULC can resolve the ambiguity within RUUPA is by specifically and carefully defining who is a holder with respect to cryptocurrency. Holders need to understand when they are responsible for reporting unclaimed property to the state, but under the current language of RUUPA that responsibility is unclear. Section 102(12) only defines a holder as “a person obligated to hold for the account of, or to deliver or pay to, the
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owner, property subject to this [act].”275 As discussed above,276 this definition causes difficulty as it relates to the unique nature of cryptocurrency. The ULC should instead draft a definition of the term “holder” which is specific to such assets or include the information within the commentary below section 102. The commission should make clear that only those who have access to and control over the cryptocurrency are required to report and remit the asset—i.e., know the cryptocurrency’s private access key. When a holder does not have the required passcode or key, she should not be required to report and remit the cryptocurrency. Under section 102(12)’s definition, the holder cannot “deliver . . . to” the owner because she cannot control it enough to deliver it to anyone.277 By resolving this ambiguity within RUUPA, cryptocurrency wallets and exchange platforms will know when they are not required to report and remit that an asset is unclaimed and when they may face legal action for failure to do so.

Next, the ULC should, at the very least, suggest to states within the comments what they should do with cryptocurrency once it has been remitted so owners know exactly what to expect if the state has taken control over their assets. RUUPA is silent on a state’s obligation to liquidate or hold a virtual currency for an owner. Providing some guidance to states could help clarify for holders, owners, and administrators what they should do with this asset class.278 As it stands, most states will not have the technological sophistication to hold cryptocurrencies for an extended period of time.279 Therefore, adding a provision that states can liquidate cryptocurrencies as they do securities will bring clarity to the process and possibly lessen future litigation by providing owners some notice of this possibility. The downside of this option is that the state may face litigation from owners who are angry that the state cashed out their cryptocurrency, resulting in a loss of appreciated value.280 But until states have the capacity to hold the cryptocurrency in its original form, liquidation is one of the only ways states can gain the desired revenue from unclaimed cryptocurrency.

Finally, RUUPA must outline what the state and holder must do in the case of an unknown owner. If neither the state nor holder can identify the cryptocurrency’s owner, the state should not take control of the property. The cost of litigation from owners who have had their cryptocurrency taken by the state claiming violations of the Due Process and Takings Clauses will outweigh any increases in revenue gained by liquidating these assets and taking title to the funds if states do not know who the owner is. RUUPA should be redrafted
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to include language that states every holder is required to conduct a reasonable investigation to uncover the owner’s identity and that, only after all reasonable attempts have failed, the holder is then exempt from remitting the currency to the state.

A careful redrafting of RUUPA to account for the complexity of cryptocurrency will save both the state and holders from the headaches of engaging in questionable classification, determining whether a person or entity is a holder, and deciding what to do if a cryptocurrency owner’s identity is unknown. Without this clarification, the state will likely face litigation from owners and holders alike, unsure of their duties and rights.

B. States Have to Update Their Technological Capabilities If They Want to Successfully Obtain Unclaimed Cryptocurrencies

The second necessary change is for states, if they are going to accept remitted cryptocurrencies, to bring their technological capacities into the modern age. At the moment, states do not have the infrastructure in place for holders to transfer unclaimed cryptocurrency into the states’ control.281 If states want to fully reap the benefits of this class of unclaimed assets, they need to update their technological capacity.

First, states should hire an outside technological firm with experience building exchange platforms to create a state-run secure exchange platform that is completely private, which holders can use to remit the virtual currencies. Because states expect to make so much revenue from these cryptocurrencies,282 it will be a highly beneficial investment to create a secure way to receive and hold the assets for the owner. This approach will eliminate the need for holders to liquidate the cryptocurrencies themselves and remove that liability from them, while ensuring the state has a way to properly manage the assets.

If creating its own exchange platform is not feasible for a particular state, working with existing exchanges, such as Coinbase, to use their platforms during the liquidation process may be an alternative option. Partnering with an existing exchange platform will give states the necessary ability to receive cryptocurrencies without paying the high price of specialists to build one from scratch. Either way, it is clear states need to update their technological capacity if they expect to receive the benefits of this unique unclaimed property.
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Unclaimed virtual currencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum have the potential to become a digital gold mine for states who adopt RUUPA. But what the ULC and states failed to realize during their drafting process is just how complicated the issues surrounding cryptocurrencies are. The few lines of text adopted to govern the administration of unclaimed cryptocurrencies have introduced more questions than answers.

The ULC should thoughtfully draft amendments to the virtual currency provision of RUUPA that resolve these ambiguities so administrators, as well as owners and holders, are put on notice of what is expected of them. Accordingly, states should also update their technological capabilities so they may adequately hold and administer these assets and fully reap the potential revenues from unclaimed cryptocurrencies.